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Urban Spirits

A Year in Review 2007-08
New Rotary Year & New President
New Rotary Year & New President
Painting Waste Management Bins
Painting Waste Management Bins
Painting Waste Management Bins
Oktoberfest
Oktoberfest
Operation Red Nose
Operation Red Nose
Operation Red Nose
Biosand Water Filter Project
Biosand Water Filter Project
Biosand Water Filter Project
Prince Charles Spaghetti Dinners
Prince Charles Spaghetti Dinners
Prince Charles Spaghetti Dinners
Mystery Dinners for the Foundation
Jazz Night & Poker Challenge
Jazz Night & Poker Challenge
Jazz Night & Poker Challenge
Jazz Night & Poker Challenge
Rocky Mountain Experience
Rocky Mountain Experience
Rocky Mountain Experience
President’s BBQ
President’s BBQ
President’s BBQ
Rotary Friends Around the World
Urban Spirits “Fellowship”
Urban Spirits “Fellowship”
Urban Spirits “Fellowship”
Urban Spirits “Fellowship”

“...here at the Urban Spirits Rotary Club, we sort of have this small tradition...”
Urban Spirits “Fellowship”
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Rotary is...the projects we participate in

Rotary Youth Exchange programs

Rebuilding in south-western Sri Lanka after tsunami
Rotary is...the projects we participate in

Schools in Africa

Physical Rehabilitation Center in Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Rotary is... the projects we participate in

Heart surgery in Chicago for an Iraqi girl
Rotary is…the many places we help

Grain banks in Niger provide an oasis of aid during the hunger season

Land mine victims in Cambodia
Rotary is...the many places we help

City dump in Chinandega, Nicaragua

Garden at the Akha Training Centre in northern Thailand
But mostly, Rotary is...the people

Korean dancers performing Nong-Ak, a traditional folk dance at the Rotary Centennial in celebrations in Chicago

Survivors of Khmer Rouge's deadly reign
But mostly, Rotary is...the people

Helping people read and write through
Rotary Literacy Programs

Assisting impoverished people around the world
Together we make a difference!
Together we make a difference!
Thank you for all your hard work and support!